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Abstract Passenger car logistics transportation problem is at the primary stage of development in China, great
economic loss and waste of resources caused in the process of logistics transportation,because most of enterprises in
China rely on artificial experience for guidance at present.And use of a particular genetic algorithm to solve this
problem by previous also exist many defects ,such as programming complexity, instability and low efficiency etc.In
view of this,The heuristic algorithm designing based on the greedy thought and the 0-1 knapsack thought was
proposd, according build a universal model of the logistics transportation to the passenger car.Experimental results
show, this model not only recording the concrete scheme of loading,also can make the optimization by changing the
loading sequence.etc.This model is applicable to solve similar problems of transport logistics,and containing great
practical application value and economic value.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Passenger transport logistics problem refers to
the production of passenger cars off the assembly
line after finishedˈBy means of transport, and
distribution to all distribution warehouse, and
finally to a series of storage and transportation
process in the hands of consumers.How to use the
limited means of transport, and to minimize the
cost of [1] to be complete this process is a thorough
study of the problems.At present, most of China's
passenger car stowage scheduling logistics
companies mainly rely on manual operation,
depending on experience dispatchers, the
prevalence of the following questions:1) lack of
scientific methods to guide; 2) work-intensive, low
efficiency; waste 3) car carriers capacity, high
cost.For car carriers stowage plan and the lack of
in-depth study of the lack of strong support
software tools lead to the root cause of this
problem.
Passenger transport logistics problems can be
divided into loading problem and vehicle routing
problem two sub-problems to solve.Loading
Problem belong combination [2-3] Mathematics
category, the paper loading problem based on rules
that CLP (Container Loading Problems) issues.To
solve this problem, heuristic algorithm foreign
scholars have George & Robinson (referred to as
the G & R) algorithm [4], Ngoi algorithm [5] and

Loh & Nee algorithm [6].Domestic, He Dayong [7]
Based on Space Decomposition layout heuristic
genetic algorithm processing container loading
problem;Wanch [8] proposed a hybrid genetic
algorithm based on stereotypes and adaptive
heuristic techniques to solve the actual operation of
the most common weak heterogeneous container
loading problem;Guo Hongwei [9] proposed the
concept of "spatial layout point", and are using
heuristic algorithms, genetic algorithms and
simulated annealing algorithm.They common
drawback of programming complexity, instability,
and the solution process is slow.The difficulty of
the problem is how to resolve the issue as
one-dimensional multi-dimensional problem and
how to solve the ultimate problem of sub-problems,
which requires the use of dynamic programming.
This article based on ideology and greed 0-1
knapsack [10-12] dynamic programming ideas to
construct heuristic algorithm to construct logistics
model, and find the corresponding reprint and
distribution programs to passenger transport and
logistics issuesIt is converted to P class of problems,
and accurately solved in polynomial time.The
paper is arranged as follows: Section I introduces
the background passenger transport and logistics
problems, research status and the purpose and
significance of the study; Section introducing
practical problems to set forth the proposed
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modeling scheme; s three, elaborated on the
establishment and solution models, and details the
corresponding algorithm; the fourth quarter, this
model is summarized.
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Through modeling and solving a practical
problem as an example,to elaborate modeling of
the model solution process, the question
summarized as follows: passenger car manufacturer
according to the customer's purchase orders
nationwide (Table 1):
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Transportation logistics company issued to
passenger cars to the task throughout the country,
the logistics companies plan to develop transport
and distribution in accordance with the mandate
issued by these passenger cars.To this end, the
logistics company first they were selected from a
number of vehicle car carriers can call "car
carriers" (Table 2 below):
Table 2 has a list of car carriers
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Which gives each passenger a car transport car
loading programs and destinations, in order to
ensure the completion of the transport task, the
paper involved in car carriers in three models: the
next upper each load a passenger, remember 1-1
type; in the upper load 1,2 respectively column,
referred to as 1-2 type; in upper various load 2,
recorded as 2-2.
Load requirements are as follows: Each car
transport car, the lower the loading area can be
considered equivalent to a rectangle, each
longitudinal row of passenger cars were placed
longitudinally and transversely between adjacent
passenger cars are at least as safe distance between
vehicles 0.1 m, lower strive to fill the upper two
symmetrical strive to ensure a smooth ride car
carriers, the line shown in Figure 1.
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Previous section details the problems to be
solved, this section will establish the corresponding
mathematical model of the problem.First, the
modeling process need to make the following
assumptions: (1) car carriers on standby after
arrival, without emptying return; (2) the cost per
Unloading almost negligible; and (3) that the cost
per unit distance simplify and model-independent;
(4) does not consider the special circumstances that
occurred during the actual transport; (5) car carriers
can not turn back.

0RGHODQDO\VLV
This problem has several different types of car
carriers and a number of different models of cars,
and there is a triangular network path shown in
Figure 1 [13]. Because of the limited number of car
carriers, and therefore should be the first
consideration is to be able to hold all the goods
vehicles, followed by the total distance before
considering the issue, the node D is a key node
problem.In order to simplify the problem, trying to
FIG divided into two lines, but because of too
many models of goods vehicles and not be able to
enumerate how to assign to two branch road, so it
can be divided into two sub-path path directly to
the point and the point together transport, after
transport direction before going to demand, as
shown in Figure 2.
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Then you can start with the first one first car
carriers, according to the order for loading, and the
first shipment of direction, until demand for
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passenger cars and a variety of point all 0, and then
further direction for shipment.During shipment,
due to the size of the car models are different, so
the vehicle when installed, should determine the
size meets the requirements, and then decide to
install or not install.After all the goods vehicles
Bahrain, according to backpack load process the
recorded program, the calculation of specific per
car carriers actual distribution lines.First principle
and point to stop at car carriers allocated, allocation:
go after the order enumerate direction of the car,
according to various distribution shipment demand
for passenger cars, all to meet the farthest point, the
remaining amount of car all will be docked at the D
point.But there are some car though docked in
point, but there is remove the part of the goods at
the point, this may count for each item separately
vehicles remaining amount, which in turn find the
point after the previous, with the remaining amount
of demand for this point subtraction, if they
oversupply, will continue to find its former relay
node.Since the backpack obtained during shipment
program must be just to meet shipment demand, so
eventually will find its most start unloading point.
Obtaining the specific distribution plan, we
got the number in each node docked car carriers,
then you can calculate the total distance of the
program.
3.2 Model establish
Simplified diagram of the transport and two
independent directions OC DQG OA , the
y represents OC the kind of i 
definition
i

demand for passenger cars, empathy x is defined
OA demand for passenger cars, said first kind i ,
and cari ( n ) is defined as a passenger n point of
the first species on the passenger the demand for
the kind of i car, thereby obtaining the following
equation:
i

yi  cari (C)  cari (D)

˄˅

xi  cari (A)  cari (B)  cari (E)

˄˅



 OC hypothesis needs direction k cars car
carriers need to accomplish this k cars car carriers
may include three models, In order to meet the
needs of its car carrier below filled with as much as
possible, let's start from the lower load, in order to
meet the requirements for the bottom of the two
columns to symmetric, we try to fill up the columns,
maximize space utilization. Therefore, the
introduction of the 0-1 knapsack algorithm to solve
this problem, and with the idea of dynamic
programming to solve this problem. Definition
methods: solution( s, Ti , l , w, h ) , That the use of a
given car carriers loaded the remaining i-type
passenger car program. Where s is currently used

model car carriers, Ti represents the number of the
remaining need to be loaded i-type ride transport
vehicles, lǃwǃh car carriers currently using the
length and breadth. But this is only the loading
program car carriers in a column position. So for
the 1-1 type car carriers, adjustment shall be
co-loaded sequence twice from bottom to top:
2 * solution( s, Ti , l , w, h) 1-2 basis having car from
bottom to top, from left to right and then co-loaded
three times: 3* solution( s, Ti , l , w, h) 2 - 2 type car
as from bottom to top, from left to right in all
loading four times: 4 * solution( s, Ti , l , w, h)  G
were used car transport car, you can get the
following formula:


R

k

 solution( s, xi , l , w, h ) * t 

i 1
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 solution( s, yi , l , w, h ) * t
j k

T

, t  {2, 3, 4} ˄3˅


from

the

value of the s. As
solution( s, Ti , l , w, h) is a single single loading
problem, so the car transport the position the lower
single aspect high value can be determined
according to lǃwǃh . We will be the car car
carrier single row as a container for l long, with
the given passenger car filled according to the
specific space requirement.Let dp (v )  1 to
v represents the size of the space has been filled, to
obtain the following formula:
dp(v)  dp(v - vi )  0 ?1: 0
˄˅
If the size is expressed v - vi space has been
filled, then the passenger i load length of vi ,
v space size will also be filled Note that initially
dp (0)  1 .
In the calculation of the loading process, the
need to record the specific circumstances of each of
the next load.After that, according to the route
problem solving concrete delivery vehicle specific
programs, including the initial program loading,
and unloading volume intermediate stops, as well
as the final stops.Let number (ni ) represents the
final stop in ni number of car carriers, it can be
calculated, the total number of miles traveled by
car carriers to obtain the following formula:
D

S

 dis(n , O) * number (n )

˄5˅

Where S represents the total number of miles
traveled, dis (ni , O) represents the shortest
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distance O of ni .Requirements dis (ni , O) ,
according to the following formula (Floyd
algorithm):
dis(i, j )  Min(dis(i, k )  dis(k , j ), dis(i, j )) ˄6˅


$OJRULWKP'HVFULSWLRQ
$OJRULWKPLoading process of the algorithm is
described as follows:
1˅The cumulative total for each model of each
destination passenger demand OC direction;
2˅Enumeration of the i-th car carriers j-cars, its
loading vehicles. According to the i-th model car
carriers, the election of the corresponding load
means (such as described in 3.2);
3˅Enumerate each task is not yet complete
loading of the passenger, assuming k numbers
vk passenger cars left, try to mount the first i kind
of car carriers j -cars. And record the loading
programs;
4εAnalyzing the i-th car carriers j-vehicle whether
there is space, if there is, the implementation of
k  k  1 , skip to Procedure 3), and if not, skip to
process 5);
5εDetermine the direction of the loading task is
completed, if not yet complete, execute j  j  1 ,
if j exceeds a given range, execution jumps to
i  i  1, process 2) If you have completed skip to
6);
6εTo determine whether there is a path did not
complete loading, if there is, skip to procedure 7),
otherwise skip to process 8);
7εAccumulated OA direction of each destination
the total demand for passenger cars for each model,
the Executive j  j  1 , if j exceeds a given
range, execution i  i  1, skip to Procedure 2);
8εThe loading program records, calculates per car
carriers transport path and calculate the final
number of car carriers docked at each destination,

the statistical total distance.
$OJRULWKP   According stowage plans,
calculate specific delivery routes algorithm is
described as follows:
1) per enumeration packed car carriers,
starting from the current path farthest destination
stowage, provided the current destination node ;
2) i enumerate car carriers loaded passenger
j , set up a total of v j vehicles;
3) Analyzing the current v j passenger cars
exceeds n -point demand for j passenger cars, if
not exceed, home need [ n].car[ j ]  0 , execute
j  j  1 , skip to Procedure 2); otherwise, the
process jumps to 4);
4) n calculated point before a node pre[ n ] ,
v j  v j  need [ n].car[ j ]

update

which need [ n].car[ j ] represents node of n demand
for passenger car j,put need [n].car[ j ]  0 
 Print out the distribution record n nodes,
and set n  pre[n] , such as n  pre[n] does not
exist, skip to procedure 7);
 Analyzing v j is 0, and if yes, then
execute j  j  1 , the process jumps to 10); if not,
skip to Procedure 4);
 Determine whether there are car carriers
useless statistics, if there is, do i  i  1 , skip
process 2), otherwise the algorithm ends.


PRGHOVROXWLRQ
According to the above models and algorithms
to obtain results as shown in Table 3:

Table 3 car carriers specific distribution pla

Vehicle order

Car name

models

Car layer

Loading mode (a, b)

Unlouading capacity in middle point

A

(X, Y, Z)

passenger

number b
1

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

Upper layer

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Upper layer

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Upper layer

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Upper layer

(4,4)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

,
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which unlouding Z

termini

vehiccles of Y types in place X
C

(D,3,3),(D,5,5)

C

(D,3,4), (D,5,6)

D

(D,3,2), (D,5,3)

C
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5

1

6

1

7

1

8

1

9

1

10

1

11

1

12

1

13

1

14

1

15

1

16

1

17

1

18

1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

1-1

Upper layer

(4,4)

D

Lower

(4,4)

Upper layer

(1,1)ǃ(2,2)ǃ(3,1)

Lower

(1,2)ǃ(2,1)ǃ(4,1)

Upper layer

(5,3)

Lower

(2,1)ǃ(5,4)

Upper layer

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Upper layer

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Upper layer

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Upper layer

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Lower

(3,2)ǃ(5,3)

Upper layer

(4,4)

Lower

(4,4)

Upper layer

(4,4)

Lower

(4,4)

Upper layer

(4,4)

Lower

(4,4)

Upper layer

(1,2)ǃ(2,1)ǃ(4,1)

Lower

(4,4)

Upper layer

(1,1)ǃ(2,2)ǃ(3,1)

Lower

(1,1)ǃ(2,2)ǃ(3,1)

Upper layer

(1,2)ǃ (3,2)

Lower

(1,1)ǃ(2,2)ǃ(3,1)

Upper layer

(5,2)

Lower

(3,4)

D

E

E

(A,3,4),(A,5,6)

A

(A,3,4),(B,5,6)

A

(A,4,2)

E

(A,4,8)

A

(A,4,5) ,(B,4,3)

A

(A,1,1)ǃ(A,4,5)

E

(A,1,2)ǃ(A,2,2)ǃ(A,3,2) ǃ(B,2,1),

E

(B,1,2) ǃ(B,2,2)ǃ(B,3,2)

A

5520

By adjusting the car carriers loading order,
you can get a different load transport programs, the
following comparison between different options of
its exemplar 4 is as follows:
7DEOH  FDU FDUULHUV DGMXVWPHQW VHTXHQFH
ORDGLQJSURJUDPREWDLQHG&RPSDUH
Sequence

(A,3,1),(A,5,6)

B

Total distance

Program

D

Number of car

Total

carriers

distance

1

123

18

5520

2

132

18

5520

3

213

20

5940

4

231

19

5660

5

312

15

4668

6

321

15

4668

carriers number and total distance are relatively
small. Thus show that the model can adjust the load
order to achieve the effect of optimization models.

&RQFOXVLRQ
The time complexity of the model analysis as
follows: Suppose a total of M cars need to use car
carriers and distribution N cars, car carriers which
length is L , then every - time during loading time
complexity is O( NL ) , Assuming a positive integer
2  k  4 , the complexity of the whole loading
M

process there is

O(

 kNL ) . A number n for the
i 1

Through Table 4 we found that the program
loading sequence 5 and 6 can be used to make car

middle of the unloading point, and then calculate
its car carrier consumed by a specific distribution
path time complexity is O( nM ) . Let the path a total
of Z sites, if Z  100 ,Algorithm Floyd [14] to
solve the shortest path between points, time

01019-p.5
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complexity O ( Z ) ; If Z, algorithm SPFA [15-16]
Solving the shortest time complexity is O (ZE),
where E is the figure of the total number of edges,
So the algorithm's time complexity is
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 kNL )  O ( nM )  min(O ( Z
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